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SER SOLIDÁRIO ARRIVES TO MB WAY  

 

Lisbon, 4th December 2019 – Ser Solidário arrives to MB WAY after being available at 
MULTIBANCO Network ATM, allowing Portuguese people to donate to Institutions 
that beneficiate from the Service, in a convenient and quicker way. With this 
initiative, SIBS puts the best of technology at charity service. 

 

Launched by SIBS in 2005, Ser Solidário is a social responsibility initiative that allows 

giving and receiving completely free (for institutions and donors), simple, secure and in 

a completely transparent way. This service is now also available at MB WAY, turning 

your smartphone continuously more into a MULTIBANCO, offering more convenience and 

features to more than 2 million users daily life.  

 

“It made all sense for Ser Solidário to integrate MB WAY, allowing simple and quicker 

donations. In this way, we streamline the social impact of Ser Solidário Service, being 

available at MB WAY, on all Portuguese smartphones, contributing in an active way for 

technology to allow us to build a better society”, says Madalena Cascais Tomé, SIBS’ 

CEO. 

 

Ser Solidário was created by SIBS to care for private social security institutions and non-

governmental organizations. During its existence, Ser Solidário has already aided 80 

entities. 

 

From now on, Portuguese people will help their favorite institutions, just by selecting 

the entity from the list of institutions presented at the service, defining the amount and 

the donation is complete. If they wish, they can get an automatic invoice with fiscal 

number.  

 

The service is available for all the institutions that would like to benefit from it. To 

submit their request they just need to send an email to solidario@sibs.com to begin the 

process. It also remains active the raising of funds through mobile phone number (P2P), 

for the institutions that have it. 

 

MB WAY is a multi-channel service (available on its own app and in 8 bank apps) that 

from now on allows users to perform 9 operations such as online and in-store purchases, 

MB NET virtual card generation, immediate transfers, cash withdrawal and access to the 

MULTIBANCO network without the need of a bank card, besides Ser Solidário donations. 
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With MB WAY you only need to choose the project/ institution to Support and make the 

donation through your mobile phone in a simpler, secure and instant way. 

 

 
About SIBS 

Founded in 1983, SIBS provides financial, modern, reliable and secure services, particularly in the 
payments’ area, to more than 300 million users from different geographies, processing more than 3 billion 
transactions annually. Alongside being a major payment processor in Europe, SIBS is a benchmark in 
Security and Anti-Fraud solutions and services in Business Process Outsourcing and the Iberian leader in 
Card Production and Personalization. 

SIBS was born and grew up as a fintech, innovating and taking technology as its driver in this path. SIBS 
reinvented the existing payment methods and created MB WAY, Portugal's most modern and complete 
payment service with the highest number of users, which allows them to make purchases, instant transfers 
and withdrawals using the mobile phone only. It’s also the company responsible for the management of 
the ATM Express and MULTIBANCO Networks, the largest Portuguese ATM network, to which SIBS has 
added dozens of features, many of them pioneer worldwide. In parallel, SIBS manages multiple digital 
payment channels, from Automatic Payment Terminals, to online channels or mobile phones. 

It is also an important international player, present in several markets, namely in Europe and Africa, 
where SIBS solutions operate in more than 330 thousand terminals that process around 2 billion 
transactions, especially in Poland, where SIBS owns Paytel, one of the most dynamic payment terminal 
operators in that market. 

Committed in its daily work, SIBS is constantly pursuing its mission of being the reference partner of 
public and private entities, creating value for Society through the development and management of 
payment solutions, processes and related services based on technology that combine safety, convenience 
and innovation, respecting the good behavioral principles and the sustainability conditions. 

You can find more information about SIBS at www.sibs.com 

 

http://www.sibs.com/

